
Jabra® headsets for hands -free conversations.

JABRA

Universal EarSet " with 2.5mm jack.
17-853 39.99
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Ultimate Style and Comfort
Jabra' is the ergonomic

choice for hands -free

conversations. Lightweight

and discreet, its almost like

wearing nothing at all.

With a variety of styles to

choose from, you can select

the headset right for you.

You get superior voice and

sound quality no matter

where you are-in the car,

around the house or outside!

EarSer
Discreet all -in -one

design. Unidirectional
mic and speaker are
both built in to the
earpiece.

 Superior voice and sound quality

 EarGels- in three different sizes to ensure
a perfect fit

 Just plug it in and go!

 Works with most phones

 Ideal for the active person on the go

EarBuci"
Lightweight earpiece
stays in place with
fitted EarGels- . The

clip secures the cord -
mounted microphone
for clear voice

transmission.

Works with Nokia 5100/6100 series. 17-858 39.99 NEW Universal EarBud'" with in -line mic. 17-863

EarBoonr
Flexible mini -boom is
comfortable and non -
intrusive. Ideal for the
active person on the go.
The custom -fit EarGefy
funnels sound into your
ear for great reception.

19.99

EarWrap-
Noise-canceling
microphone ensures
superior sound. Custom
fit Ear Wrap'" by simply
bending the flexible
material over the ear.
360° pivot adds even
more flexibility in
positioning the
microphone. Includes
over -the -ear wraps in
three stylish colors.

NEW For Nokia 8000 series. Mini -boom mic. 17-866 24.99 NEW Adjustable EarWrar fits securely over your ear.
43-1914 29.99

NEW For Samsung phones with voice -activated feature. 17-865 39.99 All -in -the -ear speaker and mic. 43-1904 39.99
NEW Works with Nokia 5100/6100 series. On/off button. NEW Universal EarSet'" with short boom mic.
17-864 19.99 43-1915 24.99

Use of headset while driving may be regulated by state or local law-check with local authorities.


